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HORACE
Developing C,irriclilum in
Essential Schools
If curriculum is to
reflect the goais

of a school and
the needs of its
students, it makes
sense

for teachers

to develop it then'tselves. But how

might they do it,
and when? And is it

better to adopt or
adapt materials

'0If the shelf
or should students
and teachers be

creating curriculum
together?

FIVE MATH AND SCIENCE teach-

ers are sitting around a table piled

high with books, papers, software
packages, and empty coffee cups,
They have a two-hour planning

with new experiences that better
match their goals for students. All

schools now face increased pressure

period; the halls ring with the noise

to meet the new standards flooding

of students who will show up in

in from national and state profes-

class next term with varying degrees
of interest, skill, experience, and

sional groupsand education boards.
In state after state. new performance-

maturity. The school has prc,mised a

based standardized assessments fit

prc,ject-based curriculum that inte-

poorly with old curricula, and

grates mathematics, science: and

schools must decide whether to

techncilcigy around Essential Ques-

adopt new textbooks or create their
own plans from a variety of sources.
Yet all other reasons to develop
curriculum pale beside the bald

lions; and everyone is eager to see jt
work.

But despite months of wrestling
with what they want kids to know

reality that every school is different.

and be able to do, this staff still feels

When Essential schools commit to

overwhelmed by the task before it
t() plan a thoughtful, deep, well-

deepening their understanding by

organized curriculum that draws

exploring less material in more

forth those desired outcomes from

depth, they must at once confront

every student. Shouldn't they just
pick one of these fine new textbooks
and follow it? Why should they

decisions about what and how to

reinvent the wheel for this particu-

comprises not just content knowl-

knowing their students well and to

teach. Schools like this often recognize, moreover, that curriculum

lar group of kids, in this particular

edge but every encounter among

community, with these particular
teachers? What are they trying to

teachers, students, and community
-everything that makes up under-

prove-and when the state tests

standing, and everything that
demonstrates it. Seen in this light,

arrive in the spring, will their brave
new ideas serve their students well?

, This scene took place it a new

the daily decisions that affect a
school's organization and culture,

Essential school, the Francis W.

both in and out of the classroom, are

l'arker Charter School in Fort

already defining the curriculum as

Devens, Massachusetts, but it

surely as the choice of what books

reflects the dilemmas felt by many

touse.

Essential schools in either situations

amd circunustances. Though most
IBY KA'1'111-1(1{N CUS! IMAN

curriculum from scratch, many do
aim to replace outdated coursework

faculties need not create an eiitire

Developing curriculum together also gives teachers the important
chance to have ongoing, meaningful

Using a'Project Design Template' to Develop Curriculum
Teachers in all Corham, Maine schools miw pfepare at inst one project using the design template thnt folioirs
(which is still in drifl form). "lt'& mennt to help teachers organize their classroom practice in irays ire hopt will result
in incren,led understmiding," Mys Jolm Neirlin, a social studies teacher at Gorham High School who serres as a
distri€! c{Mch tti *Bilier tetichers.The le·mplate f565 the terms (such as "Enduring Issues" und Essential Questions) t/wt
Gorimm fenchers imve been w,ing for <ame time iii their com,ergtion aboit f tenching and learning. U takes adrwiltage
(}f Muilie'h neuity drafted "trarning Results," or content standards. And it

asks

teachers to construct ongoing mid

fi,11%1 11Ht:hs»will A j Im! include Lit lett! on· nf the "compulsory performances" of writing, speaking, aild riswal

represt'litution Ihal Goritam requirc tif atl its students from kindergarten through high school.
A 1,·rit:her has filled out the template l,eltyip tti reflect a biography project m Martin Luther King, 11·.

Gorham Outcome Goali:

Authentic Activity Goals:

Compulsory Performance

Understanding Goals

Goals:

(Knowledge and Skills):

Ind 16.

49,11(t(11 j

Quality Producer

Complex activitic•, n·lated

Ii,rli,des

<'(implux Ihink,·r

10 (ju k,ime (in,11• that all

Writing

Project addresses one or
more Essential Questions

54·If-diret kil I.4..irner

gradilati·h %h i.id he able t

Oral f'resertation

or Enduring Issues (#1-16):

C 'i,1 3,Ibc,r,itive Worker

Visual Representation

10. raciaE aitd ouEt,u•RE

C'mmwiuy< ontribwor

Writi,

Ef&£6t#* partio:fatio# EK
COMMMICE COACrihtlter

fu6118 pofib,% Acisioe 44 Or&2 PreettltatiOK
CONt»t#K't* eet#kt
Vact Repre,EtRAtiOK
< 058»!L #Ad Set)

0046£ or oooftrdioll
16, *io<t Or <041<06«t

M*tkods W soLicl ompfu
frobbe
Project addresses one or
more Content Standards,

Content Standard Descriptors, and Performance

Jndicatoys {whjch incorpo-

rate higher order thinking
skills) from the State Learn-

ing Results document:

(5061* Stuia)

1. 61,dvehde *dqfeig th

81'6itit* pow£r, fdo.j
Product(.s) to be created or

Assessment experiences,

Instruelional experiences,

performed within thc·

tools, and resourcess

tools, and resources

pri*·rt, beginning with the
culminating prodtict (ir
final draft/version

6&LiK, p6*Sodrout

Co*4 & qrm&*% Sk·ed

T·*t Ueraige€

rkbrit

Mad#Mb.*87

8,4,·«4 Fq'*'
WritUM Moxefog*

pe<f Opsel/4

-1-k.QtrjoiperOPMQM©* Ck

PUOOMMa rubrk

UopErs
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development. Rather than focusing
on "teacher-prrxjf' curriculum, they
suggested, professional develop-

%upplements to a curriculum plan,
and in an hour of Web browsing on

wear curriculum materials on the

educational racks. does it make

the Internet. a teacher or information

s,ense to go to the trouble and

ment opportun ities should model

special j!.t with her ear to the ground

expense of a custom design? You'll

how teachers can turn the given into

can connect with hundreds of orga-

something owned by both teacher

nizations eager t() share resources.
The Coalition and many other

know by the fit, experienced teachers answer. An off-the-shelf package

and students.

Such ownership does not

can look fine in the box. but does it

reform networks sponsor active on-

move when vou move, or does it

depend on having created the piece

line disicussion groups in which

pinch? Does it trip you up at just the

of curriculum, but has todo with

hch(>01 people regularly trade their

wrong moment? Take the time to

"adjuslingcurriculum to our timing,

experiences and suggestions. And in

find out, they advise. With a fuck

our gruup of students, our Khool

curriculum institutes at the growing

here and a tweak there, with a few

culture, our community culture, our

number of regional centers for

idicisyncratic accessories and adjust-

dassroom, our own pervinal
strengths," these teachers reported.
C.c,(x| teachcirs, they gid, know

Essential schools, teachers can

ments, you might just make someone

develop and share their questions,

else's curriculum fit. If that doesn't

"what to emphasize, what to stretch

approaches, materials, and insights.
But with the wealth of ready-to-

work, why not get together with a
few friends and sew vour own? 3

nut, what to deepen."
-1 ci teach well, teachers must

have a relationship with what they
teach, as well 1% with the pe(,ple

What Makes a Curriculum Team Succeed?

they teach it to," Joe Mci),inald
agrech. 'Thi.y must interact with

The way a group goes about developing curriculum together has a great deal to

both, ri,1 just delivercine to the

evaluated several lengthy curriculum development projects involving teams of
teachers. Watkins describes several factors he says typically influence their

other." histead, he urges, "Imagine
curriculum as the set of learning

do with its eventual success, according to ethnographer John Watkins, who has

progress, or lack of it:

opportunities available to both

• the way teams use outside resources, learn the content of their field, and do

trachersand students asa resultof

research;

thrir conner·tedne,h to each other

and to outside experienceand
expertise."
Even curriculum she haf devel-

(,pril hersel f beccimes stale, tic)tes
1<ileen Barton of Chicago's Sullivan
i ligh Schix,1, if shedoes not continually work atopening it to redirec-

lion, evolution, and change. "Rather
than getting richer over time, it can
grow unwieldly and diffuse," she

says. "Even techniques like Socratic
seminars, cooperative learning, and

class projecth can be dead if one

• the way they organize their work together, and the appropriateness of the
leadership process they use;

• the tacit or explicit assumptions they bring with them about school

structures, students, and how learning happens.
Teachers come to the task of developing curliculum, Watkins observes, laden
with the baggage cif their district's history-its politics, its culture, and its organizational structure. To develop new curriculum, they must often challenge all that,
setting into place an entirely new culture of inquiry and professional growth.
Where they begin, and how explicit they make their assumptions and their

process, can dramatically affect whether anything ultimately changes in their
schools and districts. Some of the most important practices in developing curriculum, he believes, fall into the following categories:

• Developing new working methods and new definitions ofprofessional
relations, including team building, team work, team structures, new definitions of professional exchange, and tools for that work. Teachers must be

dousn't think them through again.
Unless I reinvest myself in them,

able to deal with open-ended tasks, challenge each othefs assumptions, ask
good questions, and strategically seek out and decide how to use information

even my 'best' curricillums are

and resources.

sometimes better suited fur show-

• Recognizing, building on, and overcoming the effects of district histories,
organizational and political momentum, prior relations, and ideologies about

and-till with cnileagues than for use
with kids"

'Teachers often create innovative

ctirriculum by borrowing from each
Dther, from innovative textbooks

aild irimputer software, fron, rduc,1lk,Ii rehearch (,1·0,1 n i zathins, alid
from public service,lgencies that

education.

• Developing relations with outside resources and organizations (consultants,

funders, summer institutes, experts in educatioh and content areas, etc.),
• Developing patterns of using resources that support their work
• Learning about leamitig.

• Learning and exploring in tlie content areas the curnculum addresses.
• Carrying out good research.

• Learning and using new technologies for planning, inquiry, and

produce rduc,itkinal materi,Ils.

communication.

Scanning the. c,italogs i,f bnok,itid

• Figuring out what a curticulum model is, and building one.

sciftware publishers can yield rich
HORACE
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Resources for Curriculum Development
Technological Resources

Science Laming Network links museums

of science like Philadelphia's Franklin

To subscribe to CESNEWS, a list of

Institute to innovative schools.

general interest and readership among
the Coalition community. send an email message to CESNEWS-REQUEST

Contact httpd /www.scils.rutgers.edu

Readings
Robert Fetner, A. Jackson, D. Kasak, P.
Mulhall, S. Brand,and N. Flowers (in

@ brownvm.brown.edu. The body of

Educationof Hottists. A great resource at
http://sln.fi.edu/tfi/hotlists.html

the message should say: "Subscribe

Curriculum Designer, software for cur-

press), "rhe Impact of School Reform
in the Middle Years: A Longitudinal
Study of a Network Engaged in
Turning Points-Based Comprehensive

riculum developers. Tuder Publishing,
San Diego, CA; teL 800-9984531.

and D. Hamburg (eds.), Preporng

CESNEWS Your Name" (substitute

your name). On the Web, go to

School Transformation." In & Takanishi

The Homework Page. informadon of

Organizations and Resources

Young Adolescents for the 2151 Century.
NY: Cambridge University Press.

value in researching school projects js

ATLAS Communities' curriculum

Robert J. Marzano and John Kendall,

http://home.aisr.brown.edu

at http://www. tpoint.net/Users/
jewels//homework.html
Global Edumtion Resources. Contact

http:// www.clark.net/pub/peace/
OEDl.html

Kid Lists. Anchors to 82 sites children

and their parents might enjoy. Contact
http://www.clark.net /pub/journal-

design tool and planning framework
can be obtained through Michael
DeAngelo, EDC, 55 Chapel St.,
Newton, MA 02169; tel. 617-969-7100.

"The McREL Database A Tool for

Constructing Local Standards,"
Educational Imdership (March 1995).

Joseph McDonald, "Dilemmas of

Foxfire, P.O. Box 541, Mountain City,

Planning Backwards: Rescuing a Good

GA 30562; tel. 706-746-5318.

Idea" and "Steps in Planning
Backwards"; Joseph McDonald,

Wisconsin Center for Education

Bethany Rogers, and Theodore Sizer,

ism/kid.html

Research, 1025 W. Johnson St.,
Madison, WI 53707; tel. 60&2634214.

Awesome Lists. Innovative sites with

The Mid-Continent Education

each from CES Publications, Box 1969

practical value and professional exper-

Research Laboratory (McREL), 2550 S.

Brown University, Providence RI 02912

Parker Rd., Suite 500, Aurora, CO
80014; access its database on the

McLaughlin, M. and Talbert, J. (1993).

tise. Contact http://www.clark.net/
pub/journalism/awe-ie,html
Educational Resources. Online resources

and projects for students and educators. Contact http:/ /quest. arc.nasa.
gov/OER/

Internet at http://www.mcrel.org

California Foreign Language Project;
Curriculum Organization for Active

Communication and Heterogeneity

"Standards and School Reform:

Asking the Essential Questions.

.u

"Contexts that Matter for Teaching
and Learning." Stanford, CA.: Center

for Research on Context of Secondary
School Teaching.

(COACH); tel. 714-824-3523

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID

Providence, RI
Permit No. 202
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Providence, Rl (12912

cimversation with each other-

emerged from the past decade

about interesting ideas in their

dirtied from the political fray, schools

Opportullity. describing the teaching
and resources that children need to
learn well. In 1995, when the federal

fields, about how chi}dren learn, and

must still use it when they ask about

about ways to improve their class-

curriculum, "Where and how do we

Mid-continent Regional Educational

want students to come out?"

Laboratory (McREL) in Colorado
compiled into one database the lead-

nom practice. The prcifessional

community this engenders, recent
research by both Milbrey Mciaugh-

But who has the authority to

decide that? Even outwardly similar

a direct link Ici higher student

reform-minded schools display deep
differences in how they answer,

achievement. And this holds true

observes researcher Bethany Rogers

whether wch collegial con versa tion

in a study for the AT[As consortium

lin and Robert Felner has shown, has

lakes place in department meetings,

in summer institutes, or by electronjc mail with distant colleagues.

Still, developing curriculum

to which the Coalition belongs. For

F>me, the driving force may be

Skills, Habits, and 'Content'

standards. James Comer's School

Teachers who have attempted writ-

1)evelopment Project, chiefly con-

most hchix)1% provide to teachers.

cernix-1 that students achieve equity

the· mcrit deeply perinial to thi,
most broadly hystemic. ("It is easier

in a system that privileges conventicinal curriculum, may emphasize
standard ized telts. A group like
Foxfire gives student interest a larger
role in shaping curriculum. And

to move a cemetery," said Wcxxd row
Wilson, "than to effect a change in
curriculum.") Examples of how to

Thecklore Sizer asserts that each

local community must set its own
expectations to reflect its particular

sustain the pri,C·ess,ireah different

needs and situation.

goeh hlowly, because the work take#
piace on many levels at once, from

ah [he cz,ntexts from which they
come·, but in examining a number of

These philosc,phical differences

about authority, says Rogers, under-

Essential schools' efforts, some

lie other amflicting, fundamental

bruad outlines do emerge.

beliefs: "what good curriculum is,

What Drives Curriculum?
Common wnse and etymology tell

us lhal a curriculum is a dynamic
event, mit an object-a river of

experience that "courle" through
Student and teacher over the years
of school, altering them both in
myriad ways. Jue McDonald, a
senior rehearcher at the, Annenberg
Institute, describes it as "one point of

a triangular relationship, of which the
dher two points are tlie teacher and
the students," who each increase in

understanding as they work
through subject matter.

Seen this way, the first step to
ccinstructing a curriculuin catitiot be
ki decide what tidy packageof facts
a schoot will pass cm to its studentclients. Rathier, a hchool must decide

the direction in which the course of

evi·nts will lk,w--the plate where, it
the iourney nies well, the students
hlizild enwrge ready kir another.
111(Nigh the word "outcomrs" 11,15

HORACE

embedded within 157 standards.

national and statecurriculum

takes more time and re,(MArces than
f. von in the best of c ircum£tances it

ing publishd standards and their
subcomponent "benchmarks- at
various developmental levels, then
edited out redundancies, they ended
up with well over 1,500 benchmarks

ing their own content standards,

benchmarks, and performance tasks
may well appreciate the help from
such a database, if only in testing
their ideas and words against those
of others. But many Essential school
teachers involved in curriculum

development do not start with content at all. instead they describe a

vision of what they want students to

"be" rather than to "do," using
terms such as "complex thinker,"
"problem solver," and "community
contributor." Such broad (and less

how it is developed, how it is related
to whole-schcxil reform, and how it
accommodates kids and their diver-

sity: Getting clear on them from the
start, then, will lend coherence and

purpi,se to a schixil's subsequent
decisions and actions.

But the school that decides to

plan its curriculum around stan-

dards has a big job to do at the start,
whether it draws up those standards
for itself or adopts them from
national or state recommendations.

Among other things, all kinds of
"outcomes" and "standards" are

strewn about the educational land-

scape these days. Some are linked to

HORACE

HORACE is published five
times yearly at Brown
University by the Coalition
of Essential Schools.

Individual subsaiptions
are $20 a year (payable to
Brown University); back
issues are $2.50 each. To

subscribe or to get more
information, write Brown

contelit, spelling out what students

University, Attn: CES

should know and be able to do with-

Subscriptions, PO Box 910,

iii {and sometimes across) various

Oxon Hill, MD 20750-0910

disciplines. Some are linked to per-

or call 1-800-62-HORACE.

defining what it looks like
when stud£,nts do something "well
enough" for a particular level of

f"orit"(111 cr,

Editor.
Kathleen Cushman

accomplishment in a particular

Managing Editor:

community. Some are linked to

Susan Fisher
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measurable) outcome goals often

show up in the form of a state's
"common core of learning."
This often moves into a discus-

sion of what skills students should

acquire throughout their fcho,4

over several years. I fs so hard to get

agreement on what to include, and
on how specific to make content
standards." Schools in this situation,

Newljn suggests, mjght instead
send away for good models from

years. "For several years our district

elsewhere, and then take a few

writing, reading, oral presentation,

months to study and adapt them.
For example, Parker School

has been focusing primarily on

visual representation, and data
analysis," says John Newlin, a high

teachers scrutinized a set of "per-

school vicial studies teacher jn

ments just rejeastxi by New Stand-

Gorham, Maine who serves as a

formance standards"and assess-

ardis. a collaboration of the Learning
Research and Dm-elopment Center
at the University of Pittsburgh and
the National Center on Education

and the Economy. "You don't want
to set up a situation where people
con't have to think. But you can

save them a good deal of labor,"
says Ann Borth'Nick, Xew Standards'
director of standards, development

and applied learning By providing
standards on one end and assess-

district-wide "teacher leader' in curriculum, a,siment, and instructic)n.
'To get at those outcomes,

Gorham has been urging teachers to

dc·vulop "main c< iursi' las opposed
to dc'54<111 prr*cts"-nutritious,
academically rigorous projects that

Widening the Conversation about Curriculum
Developing new ways to approach learning, teaching, and assessing can be
a joint effort among educators, students, and community members. How
that negotiation happens is represented here as a system at whose center is a

dynamic and living curriculum.

could lead itudents toward "under-

standing goals: Task forces of
teachers identified "essential

questions" or themes they d ubbed
"enduring jeues" (like "racial and
cultur,11 conflict or cooperation").
Thi,y called for "compulsory

Standards, criteria, and benchmarks developed by the school
and community within a context of national, state, and
prcifessional association work on standards.

performances" thal would demon-

Agreeing on what we

strate proficiency in the m.t

want all children to

importantskills. In doing ali this

know and be able to do

they came up with a useful tem-

plate fur designing a project-based
curriculum. (See sidebar, page 10.)

Still, for most subjects Gorham
Developing authentic learning,

had not yet rudified any required
(Clntent their curriculum would

teaching, and assessing activities

cover. "We started all this before the

national standards came out, but we

realized wei would have to pay

attention to content-area knowledge,"
Newlin says. So it helped, he says,

Distilling what we know

Capitalizing on

when the statc recently dra Red the

about how kids learn

themes or issues of

"learning results" it expects in

and how they think

importance to children

various content areas, which will

about their learning

ultimately be reflected in Maine's
new perfc,rmalice assessments.
In states that do not issue such

content standards, teachers may face
the daunting ta.sk of doing it themselves. "We headed down that path
in snei,11 studies several years ago,
liecalise we wanted a more cnherent

Research on learning,

[dentifying

successful learners, and

children's

their development

big questions

progr,Im.k·russ gr.ide levi14,"

Newliti says. Thotigh the results

mish well with thic stale's require-

ments, lie says,"It enbddi a huge
expenditure of our time,ind energy
HORACE

Reprinted with permission from Genuine Reward: Community Inquiry into

Connecting. by Jill Mirman Owen, Pat Cox, and John Watkins (Andover, MA:
The Northeast Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement, 1994).
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How the ATLAS Communities Structure a Curriculum
The ATI.AS Commultities project bs put

The Skills of Expression

Listening: Students will identify the

planning currictitum:

central ideas in oral presentations and
explain how these ideas were developed
by the speaker. They'lltake effective

Generative topics...

Data Analysis Students will gather,

together a design tool (forthcoming) that

suggests using the flowing categories iii

notes and employ them in their work.

• Are developmentally appropriate.
• Are broad and complex.

proper conventions, and varying style

analyze, manipulate, and employ quantitative and qualitative data (presented

in a variety of formats); understand its

• Are interesting tostudents and

use in real-world situations; and use it to

teachers.

Writing. Students will express them-

selves clearly, through well organized
paragraphs and papers, using appropriately mature vocabulary, employing
for different readers and purposes;
th«11 also write good word problems.
Spmking: Students will express them-

selves clearly, from notes and extemporaneously, using language the audience

• Are important for understanding
responsible citizenship and the

solve and express their answers to real-

disciplines.

Questionii,g: Students will identify essen-

appropriate to the audience and situation.

tial questions of disciplinary, personal,
and social significance, as a regular part

Visual Expression: Students will employ

c,f their learning process.

Rrsearch. Students will collect, organize,

ideas. They'll use these mediums to
make presentations that are clear, easily

process, and utilize information, using a

understood, effective, and persuasive.

variety of resources (e.g., libraries,
computers, community members; books,
videos, CD-ROM, periodicals), as a
regular part of the learning process.

Technology: Students will understand

These criteria can help you make deci-

sions about what generative topics you
may want to explore, but don't get too
caught up in trying to nail down the
"right" generative topic. Teachers
approach the idea of generative topics
differently and there is no hard and fast
"right" or "wrong" way to approach

them. The questions students explore
and the performances they develop
the mat important aspect in this cur-

are

riculum framework.

Essential Understandings...
• Are developmentally appropriate.
• Are the concepts, principles and
lesson most important to productive
citizenship and for understanding
the disciplines.

Issues, Problems and Challenges

world problems.

can understand, and a tone and style

Reasoiling/Problon Solving: Students will
investigate and answer essential

questions. They'll identify and formulate problems, propose and evaluate

additional mediums to communicate

and employ technology for a variety of
purposes, including communications,
information gathering, and the creation
of documents and presentations.
The Habits of an Effective Learner
• Creative and curious

solutions. Theflldraw reasonable
conclusions from information found in a

variety of sources, and defend their

conclusions. Th«11 recognize fallacies

• Analytical and critical
• Purposeful and strategic
• Thorough and precise
• Reflective

in others' reasoning, Th«ll compre-

• Collaborative

hend, develop, and use concepts and

• Respectful and honest

generalizations, and they'll distinguish
between fact and opinion.

• Supportive and responsible

• Provide a context for developing

the essential understandings.
• Go to the heart of the discipline(s)

and are important to responsible

Building and Assessing Understanding

citizenship.

ATLAS Communities

• Require students to examine
multiple perspectives.

• Require intellectual workthinking.
Essential Questions...

A

• Are developmentally appropriate.
• Raise the level of debate and

/'Making

discourse,

1 Thinking

• Require analysis and judgment.
• Are open-ended.

• Have importance to both the
community and the disciplines.

The Skills of Inquiry
Rewding: Students will read, understand,
and use the ideas and arguments

2° i f Visible
I
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presented in a variety of challenging
materials written at grade-level.
HORACE
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ments on the other, she says, "we

hope to help schools as they fill in the
middle fcr themselves with a large,
rich curriculum that leads students

toward common standards. We hope,
schools will use our work to ask,

motes critical inquiry. discourse, and
intellectual work." says its author,
Michael DeAngelo. "But it maintains
academic integrity by focusing on

the concepts, principles, and lessons
important for students to under-

'What would have to be different to

sland." To do this, the framework

make these standards work for us?'"

uses four "content" components

Buildinga Framework

[generative topics; issues, problems,
and challenges; essential questions;
and "essential understandings") and

(;orham's task force of social studies

teachers spent much of its time
th inking about how to frame its
work so that the curriculum would

hang t<44<,ther across grade leve!%
without pri'hclibing coursework too

closely. "We had to create a filter
hy'·tem tc) identify what information
students really needed in order to

participate in thc· public is'41(4 c if the
day," Newlin says. "If we cou kin'l
roduce the lotal quantity f terms

four that focus on building and

assessing understanding (essential
skills and habjts, performances, and
exhibitions, ongoing assessment
%trategies, and perfc,rmanie standards and scoring rubrics).
The best curriculum frame-

works are designed so that students
revisit and connect content areas,

derpening their understanding over
the years from kindergarten through
high school. In McFarland, Wiscon-

and concepts we wanted students to
understand, we wouldn't have time

sin, Deb l-arson was one of 25

for the projects through which they

educators chosen by Project 2061 to
develop a K-12 curriculum based on

could practice the skills and activitig
wl wanted thern to be able to do."

In the end the group wrote over
80 pages <if text, a mt·nu from which
teacher. cou Id draw to design projects at various gradelevels. "Each
grade level had its historical time

pericd or ge,graphic focus," Newlin
says. "We used 'enduring issuch' ah
through-lines students revisited
again and again."
-Ihe (;arham district drew help
dtki re,(,urces from ith relationship
with the A H.AS Communities

I'roject, a consortium funded by the
New American Schools Development Corporation (NASIX·) and
jointly developed by the Coalition of
lissential Schools, Harvard Univer-

sity'h Project Zero, Yale's Sell()01

Develi>pnient Program, and fiduca
tion Development Center. In fact,

the cc,ncepts expressed in Scit'ine jor
All Americans, the manifesto of the
American Association for the

Advancement of Sciences (AAAS).

"We soon realized it couldn't just be

a science curriculum; f.arson says.
"We'd be fixing one part of the

system at the experse of the rest of
t hic system."

Instead, the Mcfarland team

spent four years crafting 52 crossdisciplinary "vistas"-a series of

"engaging experiences," Larson
explains, "crafted so they connect
with one another, and organized
int c) twelve areas of continuing
human concern-food, water,

energy, communication, shelterand
architecture, and so forth." Students
would revisit each of these areas in

the A'll.AS Curriculum Ilanning

depth at least four times from
kindergarten through high school,

rmmiworli (minw tif which ifi rim:
delisi on page 4) eclic)l's the htrtiC-

sively nicire complex project.s.

h re ili,11 Gorli,im used in identifying
itscurricular purpose,md strategieh

"I'lii fi·.Iininvork 6,1 way to pull
lillt IIi(' Ilk)St illti'l'('sting Ilipil'h, issui'S

a l*| queMtionS 0 f exiht ing <'l Ill'il'11 1.3
ant| refr.mic thim in,i way th.11 pic,
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as they worked through Frogresrciti bcild for the Mci:arland

schools, the fr,Imework belongs now

ki Project 2(161,,md Larson does not
know if anyone has, ever used it; but

,1 nic,ir fully integr,ited and extenMive apprikicli would be hard to find.
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Students at the Center

Working out the framework of a

curriculum can be so absorbing,

some teachers caution, that it overshadows the living students at its

center. Though few schools would

risk going into a year without lesson
plans in hand, many educators

argue that involving students in
developing curriculum is crucial.
"The question of what should be at
the center of the curriculum should
beat the center of the curriculum,"

declared Deborah Meier, Jay Featherstone, and Bill Ayers at a 1991 meeting
of their North Dakota Study Group.
"Every decision we make about

what kids will do takes a learning
experience away from the child,"

agrees David Ruff, who works with
the Coalition, Foxfire, and other
reform efforts at the Southern Maine

Partnership. "The danger is that

teachers start to think of curriculum

as activities for kids to do, rather

than knowledge they should gain or
skills to develop. As long as you

have a clear picture of your outcomes, I believe that kids themselves
should be creating the activities that

will get them there."
That doesn't mean abdicating
the teacher's guiding role in curriculum, he observes. Starting students

out with more structure helps them
work up gradually to more independent choices. "I tell kids that some

things are givens-the skills and
content they need to end up with,"
Ruff says. "As long as they can

demonstrate they have them, I don't
care how we learn them."

When he taught fiction to high
school English students in Saco,
Maine, for example, Ruffs students

wanted to hang out at the local mall
for a day iii order to study the
elements of fiction in their lives. "I

3§kEd thom la §*u; me 21Baply h;R;
that would deepen their understanding," he says, "and they ended
up choosing another activity."
Many Essential school teachers
use the student-centered Foxfire

approach as a way to work toward
agreed-on goals while drawing on
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Balancing Content with Thinking Goals: One Picture of Curriculum
'reachers at the Parker School in Fort Devens, Massachusetts created their own curriculum templale, juxtaposing -texts mid
resources" Mwl describe content area knowledge with "tasks aild activities" that elicit key skilis they wint students to practice:
respondin< to #ext, crettting new work, tind pcrforming or demonstmting their widerstanding. AH the year's proiects in epery
coltent area reflect the schoot's Essential Question, "What is community?" ; each ends -with an exhibition. The template prored
useful, Parker teachers obsenie, in communicating the g.15 and stmlegies of a project-based inquinj cuTTiciIlum to a community
amcerned about content civerage. Deb Merrimit, a Harvard graduak student and leaching intern at Parker, created this project:
The Year's EssentW Question: What Is Community?

Project: FOOD, POPULATION, AND COMMUNITY

Goal: Using content and practicing skills from all three Domains, students will research,understand and
present the question: "What is the relation between food and population in a human community?"
Exhibition: Students host a "Hunger Banquet" for the Parker community
illustrating the world's distribution of food resources, and present systems models
of their own research on a particular community.

Tasks and Activities

Texts and Resources
Studint, will bi·come f.imiliar with the vocabu-

lary and key cona pbs with which soci,11 scienlisti ,Jldre,4. i,Sue,i of population and rehource
illk k·,1 tion, uhing the following texts and
res,ourcis among (wher,:

Repirth un drveloping countries from
thi Peace, Corps, Oxfam, and the
CIA World Factbxx)k

United Nations lood and Agriculture
Organinition database
Slill 'smmil's Yi·mirliM>k

Maps di·srrihing geography and natural
res,iurees

STELLA systems modeling software

Selected passages from literature,
including:

Nisn. by Marjorie Shostak

R,Khel md Her Childrrit,by
Jonathan Kozx,1

Inside Nicum,flm, by Rita Gelman

Students will respond. in writing and in group seminars or
discussions, to the research and mathematical modeling
methods through which social scientists describe:

• A community's population and birth/death rate
• A community's food resources.

• The gec,graphic constraints on food production.
• The economic production of a community.
• The political structure that governs resource
diuribution in a community.

Students will also discuss and compare the methods of pOp-

ulation control used by di fforent communities, studying how
different cultural factors influence these decisions.

Students will crcnk new ur}rk lhat relates to a community of
their choice through the following tasks :

• Create an artistic representation that visually presents
the accurate proportional distribution of a particular food

crop in five countries.

• Using a particular community's food resources, design
a weekly diet for a typical family.

• Research how the population of that community alters

with two different birth/death rates, and create a

computer model that illustrates how one factor
influences the other.

• Write a story. poem, or play, or create a piece of visual
art, from the point of view of a young person in a
community where food is scarce.

Students will per,forlit their work by presenting the Project's
Firid 8 Exhit#Sm:

• Students host a "1 lunger Banquet" for the Parker

community illustrating the world's distribution of food
resources. ;ind present systems models of their own
research on a particular community.
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students' authentic concerns and
interests. "For me Foxfire holds the

Teachers and Students Making Curriculum Together

mc)st important keys to success in

planning curriculum for the heten»
genexius classro(im-the student

voice and choice," says Edorah

Dan Drmackli at Rechestds School Wilitout Walls developed the/onowing guidelines
for his staff to use in constructing learning experiences.

Fraser, who teaches at Souhegan

1. Brainstorm. Teachers and administrators, students, and small groups should

High School in Amherst, New

list all topics, issues, themes and problems that students would like to learn
about (depending on course flexibity). Don't limit your brainstorming by
eliminating what normally are regarded as irrelevant topics to your subject
areas. For example, football has a direct relationship with math; so does kniting.

I fampshjre. "Giving students choices
is the only thing that J've found that

work-choices amcing reading
around a common theme, ammig

reu·arch topics, and 50 forth.
Carcil [.aceren/a-Bjork and her
ninth-grade English students at
West I fill I ligh School in Stamford,
(.kinnirticut decide together on a
theme for their court and choose a

1 Select the topic. Develop criteria for choosing the topic. Is the topic a burning issue? Does it really concern or interest students? Will it help students

develop better insights about themselves, their values or goals? Will it help
make them "better people"? Will the topic help stduents develop a better
understanding of the world they live in? Will it help them become more effec-

tive? Will it help students develop skilis in reading, writing thinking, and
problem solving? Can we get enough information on this topic?

few a·ntral texts. Then students,

3. Develop a chaft Using "the spider" [or concept map], brainstorm all the

branc h out through d variety of scm-

issues, ideas, problems, feelings, and subtopics related to the topic. Discover

inars And other perfunnance 2,74<4

the range of possibilities and interdisciplinary relationships.

based on their own choices. (See

I foRAc k, Vol. 11, No. 2, November
1994.) And at Rochester, New Yc}rk's
Sch( x)1 Without Wal ls, teachers and

students routinely design curricular
pri®rls kigrther, us,ing guidelinch
principal Dan Drmacich 1,75 devised.

(Sec sidebar, page 7.)
Grounding the curriculum in
questions and activilir, Chal sluderts
chcx)He raises their commitment and

achievement level, say teachert whc)
have tried it. As part of their foreign

4. Construct a question census. Brainstorm a list of questions that would be
important for gaining an understanding of the topic. Include perceived needs
from students and teachers. Organize questions on three levels: Factual (who?
where? when?); for example, "What is solar energy?" Conceptual (how? why?
what if? compare); for example, "What would happen if our community did
not have petroleum?" Value (should? would? choose); for example, "Should the
US. invade other countries to obtain oil?"

5. Identify available resources. Readings (books, magazines, articles, poems,
etc.); audiovisuals (movies, filnistrips, TV programs, video or audio tapes,
records, etc.); field trips (museums, parks, agencies, organizations, displays,
businesses, libraries, etc.); people (parents, students, community leaders,
business people, otherteachers, etc.); manipulative devices (learning games,
science apparatus, plants, animals, tools, art supplies, junk, etc.).

language classes, for example, many

6. Develop activities from the question census. Have teachers or students

California students chook, "cultural

work in pairs or as individuals, each selecting the question from the census that

participali<m ancl rese.ircli" activities

they are most interested in, then developing an activity. Some suggested

iii the nimmunity, from learning b

activities to motivate students: personal experiences, value judgments, moral
dilemmas, sense activities, interviews, surveys, role playing, team competition,
computers, creating books, plays or skits, videotaping.

dance the menritgue to shopping at a
Spanish market or exchanging
dollam forpt'Ne/as. The approach,
Cynthia Leathersat the University

7. "Purpose" the unit. As teachers or with students determine the unifs
objectives. Make a grid and record the objectives (creative writing; critical
thinking; using comunity resources, etc.) vertically and the activities (field trip,

of California at Irvine, asks students

discussion, art, etc.) horizontally.

developed by Suzanne Charllon and

to dc)cument and reflect on their

projects in portfolios, and it awards
points for activities based on their
degree of challenge.

"irs easy for a languagecurricuIhim k) neglect the very rich culture
tif Ntui|rn|M thrmx|Ves," iys Ch artkin . "When kills 8,1 out and use
.mother I.mguagi to explore things

they,ire really interested in, whilher
it's cooking cir watch'Ing a movie,

they Mt,irt to develop proficiency in
w,iys that n.•flect their own p,irticuHORACE

8. Make revisions. Examine the grid for patterns. If it reflects too heavy an
emphasis on certain types of objectives (value, cognitive skill or knowledge,
affective, etc.), add activities that emphasize other objectives.
9. Sequence the unit Use teacher guidance, group decisions, and individual

decisions, All students may not have to accomplish all activities and objectives.
10. Structure the unit to facilitate teaching and learning. What classroom

organization and structure (learning centers, individual study centers, conventional seating, room dividers, project areas, storage, etc.) wiLl work best? What
activities or objectives should be required for all, or for some? What methods of
evaluation (learning contracts, self-evaluation, peer evaluation, conferences,

feedback forms, rating scales, conventional grades, pass/fail, credit/no credit,
portfolios, etc.) will workbest?
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lar intelligences." Such experiences
lead naturally into other subject
areas, she notes, and teachers who
use this approach often find their

curriculum becoming "interdisciplinary" despite themselves.

Teams Building Curriculum
Typically, teachers develop curriculum ore unit al a time, often in
trains that allend workshops (ir

curriculum units for a week in the

ers sharing their results, then giving

summer. "We shared a lot of the

each other steady feedback during

same resources, but each of us was

the year as they tested out ideas in

paid to create one new performance
assessment," says Cantrell, who now

their classrooms," he says. "When

year, a faculty could transform its

people's work, you understand
their train of thought better and are
more able to draw on it. That' s why
people who develop curriculum in

curriculum over four or five years."
If teachers see developing and

by teachers"

coaches a Critical Friends Group at
Whittier High School, near Los
Angeles. "With several such weeks. a

trying out curriculum together as
part of strengthening their own
teaching practice, they are less likely

summer institutes. When Steve

C,intre 11 taught at Rancho San
j<,aquin Middle Schoot in Irvine,

to leave it to outsiders, Cantrell

California. mo,t teacherg worked on

you've helped to shape other

believes. "imagine a team of teach-

A Teacher's Reflections

central offices often don't see it used

But develrging curriculum in a
team involves a complex mix of
attitudes and assumptions that can
make or break the effort. Kellogg's
educational foundation gave

on Creating Curriculum

by Eileen Barton, Suitivart High School, Chicago
A big issue for me is maintaining a focus while leaving

room for the serendipitous. Much of the good teaching 1 have

into making connections presents another dilemma. I am
always wary of an inclination to cut to the chase so the kids

done has involved seizing the moment and running with it.
For example, a student will have had experiences or an
insight that 1 did not anticipate when planning the unit.
Something impacting the curriculum will happen in the

will make the same connections I do. 1 try to keep in mind

tangential experience presents itself, such as when an arts
company performed Romeo and Diliet in the middle of my

And lam leery of my tendency to prematurely sum up or
pull disparate ideas together. This is especially hard to resist

that my connections are mine, arising from a much richer set
of experiences than I am probably providing my students. I

am especially suspicious of readings that seem to say it all, or

building or in the news. Or an unexpected opportunity for a

activities so structured that the end result is pre-ordained.

Julius Cm:fir unit.

when through the class activities I have suddenly discovered

Another consideration has been finding the hook for
engaging the kids. Often the issues I have defi ned for a unit

kids' epiphanies that count.

have little to do with the kids' issues. Our students at Sullivan
are such a diverse lot that this is true from class to class as

well as from year to year, Each class seems to have its own

dynamic; what plays well with one often falls flat with another. The most carefully constructed curriculum has little value
when "so what?" is the dominant class reaction. A good indication of this is when all the ideas "generated" are my own.
The converse of this arises from the kids' expectations.
Whether it is a piece of literature, an instructional process, or
a project, they often want to do what others have done or are
doing, or what they have done in the past. Complicating the
student expectation issue is their facade of moaning and

a new connection or new slant on things. After all, it is the
After doing the Myers-Briggs inventory, I further realized that many of my classes were slanted towards intuitive
students. Now I search for literary pieces that stand up and

wave at the reader when a leap is to be made or symbols are
used. At least then the less intuitive kids have a fighting
chance of beginning to leap or decipher. I also rely more on
diagrams and patterns and even literary equations, to prevent those students from becoming so muddled that they
retreat to the safety of plot in every literary undertaking.

These curriculum variations do not come naturally; I have to
force myself to think differently.

Each time I encounter a new lens to apply to curriculum
development-learning styles, Howard Gardnefs thoughts

groaning about the old along with their meaning and groaning about the new. Sorting this out is tricky; it often demands
honoring tlie old in some ways while weaning them away in

on disciplinary understanding, Eleanor Duckworth's wonderful ideas, Grant Wiggins's work, and so forth-I sense

some resonance, then a feeling of being overwhelmed. What

reasonable steps to be open to the new.

should one attend to in curriculum? How much can one

This is especially true with long-term projects which,
even when broken down into the most reasonable of steps,
still overwhelm kids who have been segmenting their attention to school into daily activities. Developing their ability to
attend to a prolonged activity seems to arise from abundant
short-term projects. This requires, teacher creativity and perustence as well as a willingness to engage in trial and error.
Choosing readings and activities intended to prod kids

HORACE

a ttend to in curriculum? Am 1 just stumbling along hoping
that what I do in the classroom is right for kids and condemned to tinkering when it isn't? Perhaps there is some
magic formula that I am too obtuse to recognize. Or just per-

haps, Socrates was right in the Gorgias when he says that
teaching is an art and not a craft. With that, I am a bit easier
with these curriculum tensions.
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Michigan's Caledonia f figh Schix,1

5450.()00 to develop a njnth- and
tenth-grade curriculum integrating
science, technology, agriculture, and
natural res<,urces. The experience
challenged the seven teachers who

science thi5 way," Fine observes.
"We've been forced to modify the

approach to make people more
comfortable."He laughs. "I have to
admit jt would be more comfortable

spent over three years on the project,

to teach the old way, tool could just

u<.jng an extra daily planning

get out the textbook and coast."

peri(*d, release days, and paid week4
in the, summer.

"We did quite a lot of teambuilding activities from the start, but
even though we could agree on a
general vision we had different

cipinions and viewpoints," says
ninth-grade science teacher Mike

Keeping up the team nature of

the inmivations. also proved difficult
once the curriculum was in place.
Caledonia is organized into ninth,
tenth, and junir-senior teams, so

the njnth- and tenth-grade teachers
who wrote it together now find little
time to work across grades. "It's

line. "W(· tried to keep ourselves
R,cused (>n scienti fic pr< /Ips,ies and

frustrating when I can't answer all
the parents' questions on what the

the thinking hkills of gtxd rientists.

and the>· are paid to do so. They
read.

"Our district has shoi-n tremen-

dous support for thoughtful risk

taking over the past ten years,"says
Gorham's John Newlin. "If you're
done your research and talked with

other people who have tried some-

thing, they'lj say, 'Go ahead'; they
understand that you might not succeed and back you up if you don't."
A push from the district or state,
in fact, can sometimes catalyze the
need to develop new curriculum.

Gorham's new requirement for
every teacher to use portfolio assessment has moved most teachers to

develop classroom projects to put in

I'licn we uk·d a hystems appnmch ki
content: we identified fifteen systems

tenth grade is doing," Fine (,bserves.
These practical adjustments in

have taken the lead in curriculum

what Joe McDonald refers to as a

and assessment receive extra fund-

that integrated one or more areas of
Kience, and put them together in

Khool's "wiring:'-its distribution
of energy, information, and power-

Initiative. National associations like

the form of projects."

can determine how well teacher-

Devi,loping the habits of inquiry
primd critical to the teachers' efforts,

developed curriculum works. "It's

"We bigan by n·ading everything
we could get our hands on," f'ine
say,9. Kellogg'% fu nding paid for the

set of activities for another," notes

team to visit other schools and insti-

not just a matter of substituting one

micrc>cosm."

Perhaps that explains why so
many of the Essential school teach-

many experts and Imtiders as we

ers who are successfully developing
curriculum have the full encourage-

Izine observes, iss a challenge f<,r
most teachers.

New technologies also con-

tributed substantially to widening
the Caledonia team's horizons.

"Anyone who dcies this should get
their hands on as much technology
as they can and get students and

teachers both using it," Fine says.
"There's sci niuch great stiiff out
there, and now yin, can use the
Internet to talk tc, cither trachers and

experts all over the place:
ik'fore, during, and after the
curriculum develcipment process,
thp (.Aled(inia team faced pressures
frum every quarter to keep the
curriculum within convention,11
HORACE

meet the needs of an underserved

and how to teach.

end up recreating their districts in

and compnies; we talked to as

rcK>ms within c)ne's; m/vii district,

large-scale curricular projects like
Project 2061. Even a push to turn

population can spark the grass-roots
development of new ideas for what

That's why it's so hard. Many teams

could." Even visiting other cia.ss-

the AAAS often light a fire under

outdated approaches by supporting

the most fundamental change on a

personal and professional level.

infic,vative museums, aquariums,

ing under the state's Restructuring

around high dropout rates or to

tutions as far away as California and
we did," he recollects. "Wei went ki

them. In California, 144 schools that

Jc)]in Watkins, the ethnographer who
evaluated Caledonia's project. "It's

even Scandinavia. "Anything that

could holp us gel out of the bubble,

1

bounds. "No one grew up learning

ment of their district, their state, and

often of outside partners as well.
They may belong to networks of
like-minded teachers, such as

Adapting What's Out There
Since creating a curriculum from the
ground up takes more resources and
experience than most teachers have,

what about using packaged curricu-

lum? Textbook publishers, after all,
have responded to the shift in the
educational climate by developing
lavish textbook series complete with

Foxfire. They may call on the
resources of a nearby unjversity, as

technology add-ons that would

with Gorham and the University of
Southern Maine. They often have

teachers in the dust. Years in the

easy access to the Internet and its

rich bank of collegial advice and
support from near and far. Many
teach in teams, which share regular
planning time during the school
day They get training in working as

a group. They feel welcome in each
other's classrooms; they get out and
visit either schools. They expect to

work with colleagues in summer
institutes or weekend workshops,
9

leave most home-grown efforts by
making, these curricula are usually
carefully aligned with various
national standards and thoroughly
vetted for the kinds of oversights a

teacher's own work might contain.
Yet often such ready-made
curricula leave little room for the

unique and particular learning situa-

tion, several experienced Essential
school teachers agreed in a recent
Coalition seminar on curriculum
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